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CHAPTER VII.

ORGANIZATION OF THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT AND ITS PRO-
CEDURE.

The most important department in our system of government
is that of lawmaking. This power at the beginning of our national
existence one hundred and thirty years ago was exerted only
through legislatures; at the present time the power of making funda-
mental law has largely passed to the constitutional convention and
to the electorate. This latter body, through the referendum, and
in some states through the initiative, also shares to some extent the
power of making statutes. The relative importance of legislatures
is therefore decreasing, not in a few but in all the states, and that,
too, in spite of the fact that legislatures are much more democratic
than formerly. Under such conditions conventions really have
before them a problem well worth considering, viz., shall an attempt
be made to enhance the dignity and importance of the legislature
so as to make it worthy of the place it theoretically fills in our

political system,’ or, on the other hand, shall the process of mini-
mizing its importance be continued until it becomes an impotent
body of small consequence, dragging along a paltry existence, to be
finally abolished as useless by some future convention? A power-
ful executive with ordinance privileges, a convention meeting
periodically, and the use of the initiative and referendum as in
Oregon, certainly seem to leave no pressing necessity for a legis-
lature. Under present tendencies it must either pass out of use
or be reorganized on a scientific basis.

This and the two following articles will contain certain facts
obtained from a comparison of our constitutions that may throw
some light on this all-important problem.

LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZATION.

TVa~M~.&horbar;The lawmaking bodies of our states are generally
called legislatures, but that in most cases is not the legal name.
In twenty-three states it is known as the general assembly, in

1See Vermont constitution, Chap. II, sec. 8, "The house ... shall consist of persons
most noted for wisdom and virtue." 
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seventeen as the legislature, in three as the legislative assembly,’
and in two as the general court.’ All the states name the small

or upper house the senate, and thirty-seven call the larger body
the house of representatives. Four call it the assembly.,’ three,
the house of delegates,5 and one, the general assembly (New
Jersey).

Membership.-It is hard to realize that in-our state legislatures
alone we have nearly seven thousand lawmakers (1,610 in senate
and 5,247 in house, or an average for each state of thirty-six
senators and one hundred and sixteen representatives). If &dquo;in multi-

tude of counsellors there is safety&dquo; surely we are safe when our
legislatures are in sessiori ! If undue size is a political sin, the worst
sinners are the New England states, which have in their six lower
houses one thousand three hundred and fifty-three members.
This is due to their unfortunate emphasis on the importance of the
town, once the pride but now the bane of New England politics.
The six states,&dquo; largest in population (over three millions) average
forty-one in the senate and one hundred and forty-eight in the
house; New York, the largest state, has fifty-one and one hundred
and fifty respectively. The twenty-one states having a popula-
tion between one and three millions average forty in the senate
and one hundred and fifteen in the house. If the five small New

England states (all but Massachusetts) be excluded from the last
set having a population under one million, the remaining thirteen
states average twenty-eight in the senate and sixty-three in the
House. Of all the legislatures only three senates have a member-
ship of over fifty (Illinois and New York fifty-one, Minnesota
sixty-three); three are under twenty (Utah eighteen, Nevada and
Delaware seventeen). Five houses have a membership of fifty or
under (Delaware thirty-five, Nevada thirty-seven, Utah forty-five,
Idaho forty-six and Wyoming fifty); and five houses have a mem-
bership of over two hundred (Pennsylvania two hundred and seven,
Massachusetts two hundred and forty, Vermont two hundred and
forty-six, Connecticut two’hundred and fifty-five, and New Hamp-
shire, with its membership of three hundred and ninety-one, out-
2North Dakota, Montana, Oregon.
3Massachusetts, New Hampshire.
4California, Nevada, New York, Wisconsin.
5Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
’New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Missouri, Texas.
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numbers the national house). An average taken of the fifteen con-
stitutions made since 1888 shows the houses to be respectively
thirty-four and eighty-nine, which is just the average of the thirty-
four states having a population below three millions, barring out as
before the five small New England states.

These figures. show that the American tendency is to have a
senate from one-half to one-third that of the house in member-

ship,’ that the legislatures of our largest states should not exceed a
joint membership of about two hundred; our average states not
over one hundred and fifty, and the legislatures of our small states
with a population of one million or less should have a membership
of from sixty to one hundred. Experience shows that it is on the
whole best to fix the numbers definitely in the constitution. If the

legislature is given the power, the number of representatives
becomes too large. It is far easier in practice to increase than to

decrease the number.

Representation.8-Three of the New England states have both
houses organized on a basis of population similar in practice to that
of the other states. The three other states of this section each
have one of their houses more or less democratic, but the other
house is based on a town system, regardless of population. These

states, however, with the exception of Massachusetts, are omitted
from the comparisons of this paragraph since they should be studied
by themselves.

The prevailing basis of representation in the senate of the

forty remaining states is population. Twenty-seven order a

reapportionment after every census, based on pop~tlation, and four
based on voting population.9 9 The other nine states&dquo; also base the

apportionment on population, but make some modification or
exception that may render the senate not quite so democratic in
basis as those of the other thirty-one states.

In thirty--six states population, and in four states voting popu-
lation, is the basis of representation in the house. As this is the

larger house twenty-one states provide that each county, or each
county having a given fraction of the ratio (one-half to two-thirds),

’This ratio is fixed in some states, for example Iowa, Nevada, Utah, Washington, Wyoming.
8See also Chapter XI.
9Arkansas, Indiana, Massachusetts, Tennessee.
10Delaware, Georgia, Maryland, Montana, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, South

Carolina, Texas.
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shall have at least one member. This produces a degree of inequal-
ity in representation that will be considered in a later chapter.
Ten of the older states provide in their constitutions a complex
ratio for determining representation, but such schemes are not
favored in most, or at all in the newer, constitutions. The single-
member district is the prevailing form in the states, though
there are some exceptions, since the county may be used-as a gen-
eral district for the house and its representatives be elected at
large.ll

Terms.-Twenty-nine states fix on a four-year term for

senators and all but six&dquo; of these provide for arrangement into two
classes, one-half retiring every two years. New Jersey elects for
three years on a three-class system. Thirteen states 13 elect their
senators for two years only, and two for one year (Massachusetts
and Rhode Island). For members of the house the term is two

years in thirty-eight states, four years in Alabama, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and one year in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey
and Rhode Island.

Sessions.-In the &dquo;good old times&dquo; constitutions used to
declare that &dquo;The legislature ought frequently to assemble
The states seem not so sure of that now for there are three states
that elect their legislatures quadrennially, Louisiana, Alabama,
Mississippi, the last two of which have but one regular session
during that term. Mississippi, however, provides for a short

special session midway in the term, to act on appropriation and
revenue bills. All other states hold biennial sessions except
Georgia, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island,
South Carolina which provide for annual meetings. Twenty-three
states place no constitutional limitation on the length of the session,
but ninel5 of them provide that pay stop entirely or be reduced in
amount, at the end of a specified time. The practical effect of
this proviso is to reduce the session to the period of full pay. The

average session for the fourteen legislatures unlimited in time

(averaging the two last sessions), is one hundred fourteen days.
11For example, in Illinois, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, Texas.
12Alabama, Delaware, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia.
13Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York,

North Carolina, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont.
14See constitutions of Maryland, Massachusetts, South Carolina.
15California, Idaho, Kansas, Missouri, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Texas.
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It would be larger, but the pay in three of these states is so small&dquo;
that there is no inducement to protract the session. If all states

except these fourteen be considered as having a constitutional

time limit we find eighteen setting a sixty-day limit, four a ninety-
day, and four a forty-day limit, and five at odd intervals ranging
from forty-five to seventy-five days. Four&dquo; states set a limit but
authorize the legislature to extend the same if necessary. Special
sessions are regularly authorized and seventeen states set limits
to the duration of these, the favored periods being twenty, thirty
and forty days.

Salaries.-About one-half of the constitutions specify the per
diem of their legislators and invariably get it too low. Once fixed

in the constitution it is hard to raise the amount by amendment. 11
Voters seem to delight in voting down all forms of increase in pay.
The per diem amount paid is often barely sufficient for expenses
at a cheap hotel and must be eked out from other sources of income.
Many constitutions fortunately allow legislatures discretion in

regard to the amount of pay and in such states a more generous
provision is made. The best paid legislators are those of New
York and Pennsylvania ($1,500) and Ohio ($1,200.) The lowest

are Oregon (three dollars per day for forty days), Maine $150 for
the session), and Kansas, Michigan and Vermont at three dollars
per day. Mileage is regularly specified in addition, and in a few
constitutions (five) an attempt is made to regulate the amount of
incidental expenses

THE PROCEDURE IN BILLS.

Under the legislative department will regularly be found a
number of provisions in regulation of the organization and general
powers of the legislature. Among these is one authorizing each
house to determine the rules of its own procedure. In one respect
at least, this power has been taken from the houses. Proper de-
liberation and an opportunity for free discussion are so important
in legislation that the procedure in respect to the passing of bills is
now in many of our states regulated by constitution, from the in-
troduction of the bill to its promulgation after passage. This is

16Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
17Arkansas, Georgia, Virginia, West Virginia.
18For example Michigan, 1901, Kansas, 1902, Texas, 1906, rejected such amendments.
19For example Missouri and Delaware.
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one of the most important checks on legislative power yet devised.
The contrast between the old and the new in this respect can easily
be seen by comparing the ancient constitutions of New England
with almost any of those made since 1888, especially the consti-
tutions of Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi. In three

constitutions a separate heading has been set aside for such and
kindred regulations of procedure or proceedings.2° A complete list
of such restrictions would practically indicate all the evils that

have developed in legislative experience, for, of course, each re-
striction is aimed at some observed defect or evil in the legislative
system.

It is generally provided that no law shall be passed except by
bill, and that no new bill shall be introduced within the last few

days of the session-three to twenty days-except by consent of a
large fraction of the house. Some confine this restriction to

appropriation bills. No bill is to embrace more than one subject,
which must be plainly expressed in its title, any part not so expressed
being null and void. General appropriation bills, and bills for the
revision and codification of laws are excepted from this provision.
The time honored provision that revenue bills shall originate in the
house only, and be subject to amendment in the senate, is required
by twenty-one states. The others either expressly authorize either
house to introduce any bill or infer it by silence. It is regularly
provided that every appropriation outside of general appropria-
tions shall be by special bill. Some (Mississippi for example) add
that no appropriation bill shall be passed which does not fix

definitely the maximum sum thereby authorized to be drawn from
the treasury. In others, New York for example, bills appropriat-
ing money for local or private purposes must receive a two-thirds
vote of all members elected to both houses, and, again, not less
than three-fifths of all members elected shall form a quorum for the
consideration of a revenue or appropriation bill. No act can be
revised or amended by mere reference to its title, but what is
amended must be set forth in full; nor is any amendment to a bill
allowed which would change the scope and object of the bill.

In view of the great importance of legislative committees it is
strange that so few constitutions attempt to regulate them. The
task is apparently too great for conventions. The only provisions
20Mississippi, Missouri, Texas.
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are the following: Some nine states require that all bills must be
referred to a committee. Kentucky adds that whenever a com-
mittee fails or refuses to report within a reasonable time, any mem-
ber may call up the bill. Three stateS21 make provision for a joint
committee on local and special legislation, which under its instruc-
tions ought to be most useful in handling that distressing part of
legislation. Five states provide that voting on reports of com-
mittees of conference shall be recorded by a yea and nay vote.

Many of the constitutions authorize a demand for a yea or nay
vote on any question; the number who may make the demand
varies from one member to one-fifth of the membership. It is gen-

erally provided that bills must be read three times, but differences
arise as to whether these shall be read in full and on three separate
days. The last reading is regularly in full and vote on its passage
is recorded by yeas and nays. New York forbids amendment at
the last reading. Mississippi requires that all votes on final passage
shall be subject to one day’s reconsideration. It is now a common

requirement that bills be printed with all amendments and placed
in the hands of members before the final vote.22 Louisiana author-
izes also the printing of minutes each day for the use of members.

A quorum is regularly a majority of all members, and bills pass
by a majority of those present, but some require2’ that every bill
must receive a majority vote of all members elected, and New
Hampshire requires that when less than two-thirds of all members
are present, a two-thirds vote is necessary. Kentucky makes the
fraction of those present two-fifths.

All bills of course when finally passed must be signed by the
presiding officers, but this has become a quite formal occasion;
other business is suspended, the bill is read at length and compared,
then the chairman signs in open session and sends on the bill to the
other house where the same procedure takes placed Eleven con-
stitutions allow any member to make formal protest against a bill
and to have the protest entered on the records.25 Minnesota allows
no bill to be passed on the last day of the session. Kentucky,
Maine, Mississippi, New York forbid riders on appropriation bills.
21Georgia, Mississippi, Virginia.
22As illustrations, Missouri, Pennsylvania, New York.
23Louisiana, and Delaware for example.
24See Alabama, Kentucky, and Missouri, as illustrations.
25See Missouri for example.
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About one-half of the constitutions define when the laws shall go
into effect. The period set varies from forty to ninety days, the
last being the favorite. A few prefer to fix a definite date for all
bills, as the first day of June or July, this is usually equivalent to a
sixty or ninety day limit.26 As a rule provision is made that a bill
may go into effect immediately in case of emergency. It is easy
to see that the strict enforcement of the severest of these regula-
tions would prevent much hasty legislation.

26See Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, North Dakota.
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